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Concluding remarks are given in Section 7.

Abstract— The purpose of the research is to study the
optimization of line segmentation techniques for Thai
handwritten documents. This research considered only singlecolumn of Thai documents. I proposed two new techniques
including comparing Thai character and sorting and
distinguishing. These two techniques were used with recognized
techniques on the basis of projection profile (including
horizontal projection profile and stripe) in the experiment. The
outcome of this research suggested that the best technique for
single-column Thai documents is the new technique for sorting
and distinguishing, this technique provide the accuracy of
97.11%

I

II. THE CHARACTERISTIC OF THAI CHARACTER
Thai characters consist of 46 consonants, 18 vowels and 4
tones, [6, 7] as shown in Table 1. Thai characters from Table
1 are used together to make the sentences in Thai Language.
Thai writing style is from left to right [8]. Thai character
utilizes a concept of upper or lower characters. As a result,
the Thai sentences can be divided into 4 levels [6, 9] such as
lower level, centre level, upper level 1 and upper level 2, as
shown in Fig. 1.
According to the characteristic of Thai character,
consonants are generally presented in the centre level;
however some consonants such as “¢” ,“ ” and “¯” can be
present in the centre level and upper level 1. In addition,
vowels can be presented in the lower level, centre level,
upper level 1 and upper level 2. Finally, Tones can be
presented in the upper level 1 and upper level 2.
The size of tone and vowel in the upper level and lower
level of the Thai sentence structure are generally smaller
than consonants around 30 percents. Consequently, I
proposed two new techniques of line segmentation from
Thai handwritten image document including technique for
comparing Thai character, as shown in Section 5 and
technique for sorting and distinguishing, as shown in Section
6. These techniques based on the basis of horizontal
projection profile.

I. INTRODUCTION

n handwritten recognition, the line segmentation is an
essential scheme. This is because the occurrence of an
inaccurately line segmentation will cause errors in the
character segmentation. Several techniques of line
segmentation have been proposed in the past, most of line
segmentation techniques have been based on horizontal
projection profile technique. This is because of the texts in
most document images are aligned along horizontal lines.[1]
The projection profile technique is mostly used for
segmenting characters, words, and text lines. [2]
Projection profile based techniques [2, 3] may be one of
the most successful top-down algorithms for printed
character documents [4] since the gap between two
neighboring text lines in printed character documents is
typically significant, thus the text lines are easily separable.
However, these projection profile techniques cannot be
directly used in handwritten documents, unless gaps between
the lines are significant or the handwritten lines are straight.
[5]
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
nature of Thai language. In Section 3, I describe how the
horizontal projection profile to segments Thai handwritten
documents into character lines. Section 4 presents the stripe
technique for horizontal projection profile. Section 5
presents a technique used for comparing between consonant
and a group of small vowel and tone based on horizontal
projection profile. Section 6 presents a new technique for
sorting and distinguishing on the basis of projection profile.

TABLE I
THAI CHARACTERS
Character Types
Consonants

Vowels

Tones
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Fig. 1. Thai sentence structure.

Fig. 4. The result of horizontal projection profile.
Fig. 2. Line segmentation Thai handwritten document.

IV. THE STRIPE TECHNIQUE FOR HORIZONTAL PROJECTION
PROFILE

III. THE HORIZONTAL PROJECTION PROFILE TO SEGMENT
THAI HANDWRITTEN DOCUMENTS INTO CHARACTER LINES

The stripe technique presented by Tripathy, N. and Pal, U.
[11]. They proposed for Oriya text image document. This
research provides the line segmentation of Oriya text
accuracy to 97%. This is because of vowels and consonants
are written in the same level.
I apply the strip technique to line segmentation of the Thai
character image document. Firstly, the stripe technique
divides image into stripe (small column) [11]. After that, the
horizontal projection profile is used to divide the text image
into character lines as mentioned in Section 3. The result of
this technique is divides the image document into 9 lines, as
shown in Fig. 5. This is because of this technique is suitable
for skew documents of English characters.
The stripe technique is not coping well with Thai
handwritten image documents. This is because of the
horizontal projection profile cannot completely separate the
character lines. It causes mistakes in the process of
connecting the line marker between stripes.
Therefore I suggest our technique in order to cope with
Thai handwritten image documents. This technique is
comparing Thai characters between consonants and a group
of small vowels and tones as mention in Section 5.

The horizontal projection profile, which is a basic of line
segmentation technique, [3, 5, 10] is used in dividing the text
image into character line. In our approach the horizontal
projection profile is obtained by summing pixel values along
the horizontal axis (x-axis) for each row (y-axis) row. The
vertical gaps between the text lines can be determined, as
shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Horizontal projection profile of Thai handwritten document.

Horizontal projection profile uses the vertical gaps
between black pixels to separate the character line from
document images. After applying this technique to our
example in Fig.3, 7 character lines are obtained, as shown in
Fig. 4. Actually, the image of this document contains 4 lines
of sentences, as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 5. The result of strip technique for horizontal projection profile.

V. OUR PROPOSED TECHNIQUE FOR COMPARING THAI
CHARACTER BASED ON HORIZONTAL PROJECTION PROFILE
This technique takes advantage of the differences in size
of characters to differentiate Thai characters between
consonants and a group of small vowels and tones. This is
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as a new technique to segment lines of sentences from image
document. Moreover, this technique is not complicated and
suitable for Thai character.
Firstly, I use the histogram of horizontal projection profile
to sort the group of black pixels by starting with the
minimum to maximum of number of black pixel in the right
order, as demonstrated in Fig. 9.

because of the size of vowel such as “°·”, “°¸”, “°»” and tone
such as “°n”, “°o”, “°q ” are smaller than consonants about 30 to
40 percents, as shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Comparing between consonant and a group of small vowel and tone.

There are two steps in this technique. First step is to study
the groups of black pixels in the processed images. The
groups are divided into two groups (upper and lower zone).
The higher group (Fig. 7(a)) is then used to define the line
from the image document. As a result, 4 line markers from
first step are obtained. But, it cannot be completely separate
the line segmentation from image document completely, for
example, the line marker 2 and 3 from Fig. 7(b). This is
because of vowels such as “°»” and “°¼” that are separated
from consonant line.

Fig. 9. Sorting the group of black pixels.

Secondly, the maximum difference between two groups of
black pixels is found. After that, according to the value of
the group of black pixels and maximum difference value, the
line marker is marked on the middle of the group of black
pixels when the maximum difference value is less than value
of the group of black pixels, as shown in Fig. 10(b).

Fig. 7. The result of first step of comparison Thai character technique.

Second step, is to consider the high value of white pixel
between the line markers and choose a new line marker,
Figure 8 shows the result of using a new line marker. The
process of choosing a new line maker can be time
consuming and complicated. Thus, this technique is complex
as there are many steps to be proved.

Fig. 10. The result of second step of sorting and distinguishing technique.

Finally, a new line marker is placed in the middle between
every two conjunction line markers. The new line markers
complete the process of separating lines in the paragraph
from the image document as shown in Fig. 11.

Fig. 8. The result of comparing Thai character technique.

VI. THE NEW TECHNIQUE FOR SORTING AND
DISTINGUISHING ON THE BASIS OF PROJECTION PROFILE
Fig. 11. The result of sorting and distinguishing technique.

In order to decrease the complexity in comparing the Thai
character process mentioned in the section 5, the sorting and
distinguishing on the basis of projection profile is proposed
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VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
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